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ABSTRACT

In this study coral reef samples have been collected from different locations of the 

Red Sea in Port Sudan area, which is located in eastern Sudan. Positions have been 

determined by geographical positioning system (GPS). Radioactivity has been 

measured using the gamma spectroscopy (sodium iodide detector). The following 

radioactive elements have been analyzed: Uranium-238, Thorium-232, Cesium-137 

and Potassium-40.Two types of reefs have been identified (A: Fringing and B: 

Barrier). The average of concentration for type A samples have been calculated and 

found that the average concentration were: 0.62±0.45, 3.23±1.64, 0.91 ±0.20, 

98.42±30.98 Bq/Kg, Respectively. The average concentration for type B samples 

have been calculated and found that the average concentration were: 0.77±0.23,

2.94±1.83, 0±0,101.50±= 12.31 Bq/Kg , respectively .These values are much lower than 

the global average of these isotopes, as contained in UNSCEAR where the 

concentrations for type A ranging from : 0 - 1.54, 0 - 4 .4 4 ,0  - 0.73 , 10.16 - 135.47 

respectively. The concentrations for type B ranging from: 0 - 0.96, 0 - 4.40, 0 - 0, 

87.96 - 128.56 respectively.



IV

ه ص ال خ ل ا

ت ض الدرامغة هذه أجري غر صلة ب ي المسح موا ع شعا إل ر ا وي ط ط وت خر  السودان من مختلغه لمناطق اإلشعاعيه ال

ء ا ث ن م الدراسه هذه في بيانات. قاعدة وا ت جمع ت ن المرجانيه الشعاب عينا ن مختلغه مواقع م حر م مر الب ح أل  ا

ة طق من ع التي بورتسودان ب ق في تق ر  )0(ةلل الجغرافي الموقع تحديد نظام بواسطة مواقعها تحديد وتم السودان ش

ط وقيس شا ف جاما مطيافية ذلك في مستخدمين اإلشعاعي الن ش كا صوديوم) يوديد ( ث ال م حي صر تحليل ت عنا ال

ه شع م ه ال ي ألت م : ا و ذي را و ي ل م , 238-ا و رب و ث ل م( 232-ا و زي سب ل م ا37-ا و سي وتا ب ل ب تم . 40-وا سا ط ح س و ت ز م ي ك ر ت ل  ا

ي ع ا ع ث إل ط ان ووجد العينات لجميع ا س و ت  0.624084±0.45278 هي: ٨ المجموعه لعينات التراكيز م

ى 98.41615 ±30.9794و 0.912802 ±0.200396 و3.228993±1.642253و ل ء م ب ك \ ل ي ر ك ي ب

ط س و ت ه و ي. ل وا ت ل  و 2.94127±1.833762و 0.768102±0.228698 هي: 8 العجعوعه لعينات اكيز التر ا

ى ا01.495±87.96238 و 0±0 جمعل ك دا ري ك ن بكثير اقل التوالي.ويعتبر بي ط ه س و ت ع ل ض ا ه العا ذ ه ر ل ن ظا ن ل  ا

ز كانت حيث في وردت كها ي ك را ت ل و ا م ج ع ه لل ح ٨ء و را ت 4.439866- و 1.536204-0 بين: ت

ى 135.4724-10.16043 و - ي ط ل ا و ق ل ز .ا ي ك ا ر ت ل ا ه و ع و م ج م ل ح 8 ل و ا ر ت ن ت ي : ب

يىءل 128.5604-87.96238 و 0-0 و 4.39866-0 و 0.960128-0 ل وا ت ل .ا
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Radionuclide's have been an essential constituent of the earth since its creation. The earth’s is still 

being heated through the decay of long-lived natural radionuclide's e.g. uranium, thorium and 

potassium. All uses of natural or man-made radionuclide's require an understanding of their 

environmental behavior. The advent of nuclear science resulted in the proliferation of nuclear 

applications and in the increase of environmental radioactivity levels. Further, we are exposed to 

radionuclide's brought to the surface by man’s traditional working activities such as mining 

operations and oil explorations, which have contributed to the increase of population radiation dose 

due to environmental radioactivity [ 1 ].

1.1 Sources of Natural Radioactivity:

Natural background sources include cosmic radiation, terrestrial radiation and internal radiation.

1.1.1 Cosmic Radiation:

The earth , and all living things on it, are constantly bombarded by radiation from space, similar to 

a steady drizzle of rain. Charged particles from the sun and stars interact with the earth’s 

atmosphere and magnetic field to produce a shower of radiation, typically beta and gamma 

radiation. The dose from cosmic radiation varies in different parts of the world due to differences 

in elevation and to the effects of the earth’s magnetic field.

1.1.2 Terrestrial Radiation:

Radioactive materials are also found throughout the nature. It is in the soil, water, and vegetation. 

Low levels of uranium, thorium, and their decay products are found everywhere. Some of these 

materials are ingested with food and water, while others, such as radon, are inhaled. The dose from 

terrestrial sources also varies in different parts of the world. Locations with higher concentrations 

of uranium and thorium in their soil have higher dose levels. The major isotopes of concern for 

terrestrial radiation are uranium and the decay products of uranium, such as thorium, radium, and 

radon.
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1.1.3 Internal Radiation:

In addition to the cosmic and terrestrial sources, all people also have radioactive potassium-40, 

carbon-14, lead-210, and other isotopes inside their bodies from birth. The variation in dose from 

one person to another is not as great as the variation in dose from radioactive materials is about 40 

mrem. The main primordial radionuclide's are K-40, Rb-87 and the elements of the two radioactive 

series headed by U-238 and Th-232 which are presented in fig. 1.1.

Table 1.1 presents contributions of annual dose (mSv) due to natural sources of radiation

[2].

Table 1.1: The annual doses in (mSv) due to natural sources of radiation

Source or mode Annual average dose (mSv) Typical range of annual 
dose (mSv)

Inhalation (radon gas) 1.26 0.2-10
External terrestrial 0.48 0.3-1
Ingestion 0.29 0.2-1

Cosmic radiation 0.39 0.3-1

Total natural 2.4 1-13

/

2



Fig. 1.1: 232Th and 238U Series
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1.2 Man-niade sources of Radioactivity

Over the years, a number of man’s activities have contributed to the type and quantities of 

radionuclides in the environment. Quantities of naturally occurring radionuclides can be released 

from industries processing naturally radioactive ores, e.g., the production of phosphoric acid 

from phosphate rock. For a range of purposes, radionuclides are used in medicine and general 

industry.

The production of power by nuclear fission produces, as by-products, novel radionuclides: very 

low quantities of these radionuclides may be discharged to the environment during the normal 

operation of nuclear installations. The most important radionuclide to be assessed following a
1̂ 7release of radionuclides from a uranium-fuelled reactor to the environment is Cs. Figure 1.2 

shows relative contributions of artificial and natural sources to population exposure.

Figure 1.2: Sources of radiation exposure to people population
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1.3 Transfer of environmental radioactivity to man

Naturally occurring radioactive nuclide enter the 

being of secondary importance. Radioactive elements of U series in soil are seldom in 

equilibrium because of their different of chemical properties which determine the varying 

behavior of these elements in the process of weathering, soil formation redistribution of minerals

body mainly through food and water, inhalation

in the lithosphere, etc. Uranium taken up by plants however because of its low specific activity 

and the low concentration found in the biosphere, its radioactivity maybe discharged.

Thorium is absorbed very poorly by root system therefore only Ra, " Ra and possibly " Pb, 

among the long lived radionuclide of both U and Th series are taken up by plants to a degree that 

may be important when further transfer of radioactivity to animal and to man is considered. On
9 1 A 0 ] ft *the other hand significant amount of Po and Pb are deposited on plants from atmosphere. 

40K and 14C are not considered, 226Ra, 228Ra, 222Rn, radio lead 212Pb and 2ll)Po contribute
9 9 9 9 9appreciable dose to man through food. When inhaled "Rn and Rn with their short lived decay 

product contribution to lung dose is considered.
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW

t

Coral reefs are the most diverse communities on the planet. These tropical marine communities 

occupy less than 1% of the ocean floor, but are inhabited by at least 25% of all marine species. 

Scientists estimate that more than 25,000 described species from thirty-two of the world’s thirty- 

three animal phyla live in reef habitats -four times the number of animal phyla found in tropical 

rain forests. Coral reefs are one of the oldest continuous environments on Earth. Similar marine 

communities have existed for hundreds of thousands of years. Coral reefs are found within the 

jurisdiction of more than 100 countries and occupy more than 600,000 square kilometers of tropical 

oceans. They generally require clear, warm water and high light intensity for survival. This limits 

them to shallow water, with maximum diversity occurring between 10 to 30 meters below the 

surface. Reefs exist in nutrient-poor environments and for that reason small changes in the nutrient 

content of the water can adversely affect their survival [3].

In addition to their high diversity, coral reefs are very productive marine communities. They play a 

critical role as habitat and nursery grounds for 10% to 20% of the world’s fisheries. They are 

intimately connected to other marine communities such as mangrove forests, sea grass beds, and 

the open seas as water currents transport larvae, plants, animals, nutrients, and organic materials. 

Coral reefs play a significant role in the development of other ecosystems such as mangroves and 

wetlands and protect coastlines from wave and storm damage and erosion. Life-saving medicines, 

such as anticoagulants, and anticancer agents, such as prostaglandins, come from coral reefs. The 

rocky framework of coral reefs is formed from the calcium carbonate deposited mainly by 

calcareous algae. Reef building corals contain symbiotic algae in their tissues, enabling them to 

develop the large, massive, branching, or encrusting carbonate skeletons that provide habitat and 

food resources for support of other reef organisms, such as fish, lobsters, and giant clams. Reefs 

maintain a network of intimate ecological relationships and delicate food webs. Disruption of coral 

reef communities can break up these ecological bonds. Under natural conditions, a healthy coral 

reef can recover from natural disturbance such as hurricanes, within 10 to 20 years.
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But when subjected to chronic human-induced stress, recovery from even natural disturbance may 

be impossible [3].

Sudan has about 750 km of coastline along the Red Sea proper, which is of great environmental, 

economical and recreational value. Commercial and subsistence fisheries provide a living for a 

large sector of the coastal population in Sudan. The eco-tourism infrastructure is continuously 

developing along the Sudanese Red Sea coast [4], [1], Coral polyps are tiny sea creatures. They 

protect themselves by secreting calcium carbonate, which builds up to form hard skeletons 

around their soft, cylindrical bodies. Polyps stay all their lives in one place, fixed tightly to the 

skeletons of dead polyps. A reef builds up from the skeletons of millions of dead polyps. There are 

many types of coral reef and, according to [5] widely accepted theory of coral reef formation 

three types of reefs were recognized: fringing reefs, barrier reefs and atolls Fig 2.1. Fringing reefs 

represent the most basic reef form and develop near the shoreline where favorable 

environmental conditions exist. They are considered as the main reef type in the Red Sea, 

dominating most of the shorelines in the north Fig 2.2. Barrier reefs are long coral ridges 

separated from the coast by a deep lagoon (e.g. Great Barrier Reef).Most barrier reefs rise from a 

platform or terrace. These barrier reefs may become a fringing reef if the lagoon between the 

barrier and the shore fills and narrows Fig 2.3. Coral atolls are ring-shaped islands surrounding a 

shallow lagoon which may be almost enclosed or relatively open to the ocean (e.g. atolls of the 

Maldives) Fig.3.3. Many factors control the growth of coral reefs including temperature, salinity, 

water turbulence, depth and light. Coral reefs mostly develop in shallow, warm water, usually 

near land, and mostly in the tropics; they prefer temperatures between 21-30°C, sufficient 

illumination and salinity levels between 34-36%. Flowever, some corals grow in the deep, cold sea 

(called deep or cold-water corals) but only a few species of deep -water coral develop reefs {6}.

7



Fig. 2.1 Coral Reef Types a) Fringing Reef, b) Barrier Reef, c) Atoll (Woodroff5e

2002).

Corals cover more than 250,000 km2 of the Earth’s surface [7]and they appear off the eastern coast 

of Africa, southern coast of India, the Red Sea, northeast and northwest Australia, Polynesia. 

Micronesia, Florida, USA, Caribbean and Brazil [8],

8



Fig 2.3. showing Fringing reefs

Fig 2.4. showing Barrier reefs
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Fig 3.3. showing Atoll reefs

History of The Red Sea

The Red Sea is a marginal marine basin that began to develop at 20-30 Ma and is almost entirely 

enclosed by the African continent and the Arabian Penins Exchange of water masses with the 

Indian Ocean is restricted by the narrow and shallow sill (137 m maximum water depth)at the Strait 

of Bab el Mandab, which is currently 25 km wide in the south [9].The Red Sea is a geologically 

recent opening and one of the youngest oceans on Earth. Its current extended form was developed 

through slow seafloor spreading over the last 4-5 Ma.
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The length of the Red Sea is about 1900 km and approximately 40 % of the Red Sea is quite 

shallow (less than 100 m) with about 25 % of the Red Sea being less than 50 m deep. No 

permanent river flows into the Red Sea but occasionally sediment is brought into the Red Sea via a 

number of wadis especially in the south. The Red Sea is regarded as one of the most saline seas in 

the world with salinity rangingbetween 36 and 40%  .The impact of evaporation and wind dynamics 

in the Red Sea dictate water circulation patterns. Additionally, many biological species are endemic 

to the Red Sea, including coral reef and fish species, which have access to distinctive marine 

environments, such as sea-grass beds, salt-pans, mangroves, coral reefs and salt marshes. Coral 

Reefs of the Red Sea Since most hermatypic corals live in at temperatures higher than 18°C. the 

average temperature in the waters of the Red Sea, which ranges between 21-22°C,is suitable for the 

growth of corals. The depth of many coastal waters being no more than 45 m deep is also 

conducive for coral growth. On the other hand, the coral reef system also protects a wide range of 

other marine life in the same environment. The salinity of the Red Sea waters ranges from about 

36.5 % at "Prem" island in the south up to 40.5  %o in the northern parts. It is clear from a study of 

marine charts of the Red Sea coral reefs that there are fewer reefs in the presence of rivers mouths 

and valleys. Being positioned close to a valley results in both a high proportion of clastic sediment 

deposits in the near-shore zone and decreased salinity levels, which in turn results in many gaps in 

the coral reefs. The researchers noted that the existences of living coral reefs that extend along the 

Red Sea coast were found to depths of more than 100 m. These coral communities might survive 

and not accrete as many mesospheric systems appear to do. However in most cases, these depths do 

not allow building of coral reefs, and this means that either the coral reefs developed when sea 

level was lower than at present or that the sea bed was higher than it is now. The Red Sea is rich 

with coral reefs. Up to 200  coral species are found in the central Red Sea and the most efficient 

builder along reef margins is Stylophora, associated with Acropora hyacinthus , A. horrida and A. 

humilis. Some Indian and Pacific Ocean fauna has moved into the Red Sea through the Bab-el- 

Mandeb Strait in the south. The Red Sea provides an appropriate enviromnent for the development 

of a rich variety of fauna, of which coral reef growth is one. This is due to the favorable 

environmental conditions in the Red Sea in relation to temperature, shallow depths, water purity 

and high salinity. Coral reefs have developed an unusually high Tolerance to the extreme 

temperatures and Salinity that occur in the Red Sea .Such conditions that would be lethal or highly 

damaging to most hard corals found in other parts of the Indo-Pacific region or in the Caribbean.
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Within the Red Sea the distribution of reefs is determined by region, so that the northern gulf area 

has much better developed reefs on the western Gulf of Suez than on the east coast. Meanwhile, the 

Gulf of Aqaba contains primarily narrow fringing reefs or contour reefs. The mainland fringing 

reef is common throughout the Red Sea coastline, generally located near to entrances or sharms 

which are peculiar to the Red Sea . Sharms are drowned valleys along the Red Sea coast that bear 

coral reefs and cut into the coastal plain of Tihamah at the foot of the Precambrian granitic 

mountains of Higaz. The northern Red Sea is the site of the most classical formations of fringing 

reefs, between 18-20°N. The fringing reefs in the southern part of this region can be found 

extending up to one kilometre seawards. The central Red Sea between Jeddah and Sudan is at its 

widest point, and accordingly is a source of a vast variety of reef types. On the Arabian side of the 

Red Sea the reef type is similar to that observed in the northern regions since barrier reefs are also 

clearly developed. In the southern Red Sea area there is a noticeable lack of reef growth, and this is 

believed to be related to higher sedimentation rates and the large number of sandy beaches and 

shores in the southern area [10]. Therefore, it is observed that along the entire length of the Saudi 

Arabian Red Sea coastline there are numerous coral reefs. Furthennore, with the notable exception 

of both the Jeddah and Yanbu areas, these coral reefs are maintained in an almost pristine condition 

[11]. There is no previous record of reef structures within the Rabigh area.
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2.1 Objectives of study

To assess the activity concentration of the radionuclides in coral reefs of Red Sea area.

2.2 Rationale

This study will be useful to assess and to contribute in the protection of many environmental fields 

include Tourism areas, Food chain and to keep a clear marine areas in the Red Sea.

2.3 Previous study related on coral reefs:

The activity concentration of fallout radionuclide's 238Pu ,239+240Pu, 241 Am.l37Cs and 90Sr has 

been measured in some species of multicellular marine algae, sea grass, coral fishes and shellfish, 

and surface sediments collected from the fringing reef at different locations along the Sudanese 

coast of the Red Sea. Coral reef fishes were collected from the local market at Port Sudan takinu

into account the most popular and available species and their 137 Cs.
110Pb and 210Po activity

concentrations were measured to estimate the committed effective dose to population due to 

consumption. The measurements were carried out using alpha-particle spectrometry, high- 

resolution gamma spectrometry, gas-flow proportional counter and liquid scintillation. In the 

sediments analyzed, the activity concentration averaged 2.65±1.3 (23iiPu). 47.96 ± 26.3 (",9 ' 4(lPu).
24119.1= 6.5 (“ ‘Am), 273 ± 157 (137Cs) and 140.8±73.9 f uSr) mBq/kg dry weight. Activity90

■>38concentration ratios were 0.066±0.041 (“ Pu: 

(241Am: 239+240

239-i 240 Pu), 0.22±0.04 (2 3 9 -t2 4 0 Pu:137Cs), and 0.43±0.1

Pu). These values are typical of those reported in the literature from the regions 

unaffected directly by nuclear accidents or nuclear reprocessing plant discharges and can thus be 

attributed to global fallout. Average activity concentrations (mBq/kg Dry weight) in marine algae 

from different locations were found to be 20.1±14.1, 21.6±13.3 and 8.5±3.8 (239+240Pu), 6.2±4.0.

11.7±6.1 and 5.1±3.5 (241Am) and 688±242, 868±713 and 116±14.8 (‘'1/Cs) for brown, red and 

green algae, respectively. The results were found to be consistent and a decrease trend is noticeable 

towards the south from Port Sudan and comparable to global fallout origin values. High levels of 

l37Cs observed in brown and red algae seem to confirm that algae are responsive to the soluble 

phase of constituents in the ambient medium more than the elements associated to particulate 

matter. Algae are known to be effective bio indicators for monitoring the anthropogenic 

radioactivitv in the marine environment and from the results obtained in this studv. brown aluae* * o

(Cystoseria species) and red algae (Lauranthia species) suggested their suitability to be used as a

137
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bio indicators.. The results of Committed Effective Dose CED suggest that the dose received by 

Sudanese population from the consumption of marine fishes is rather small compared to similar
137

data reported from FAO fishing grounds around the globe and the contribution ot Cs is 

negligible compared to 2I0Po. [12].
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CHAPTER THREE

MATERIAL AND METHOD

3.1 Gamma-spectroscopy

3.1.1 Instrumentation and Operation principle

Gamma-ray spectroscopy is the quantitative study of the energy spectra of gamma-ray sources.

Most radioactive sources produce gamma rays of various energies and intensities. When these 

emissions are collected and analyzed with a gamma-ray spectroscopy system, a gamma-ray 

energy spectrum can be produced. A detailed analysis of this spectrum is typically used to 

determine the identity and quantity of gamma emitters present in the source. The gamma 

spectrum is characteristic of the gamma-emitting nuclides contained in the source, just as 

in optical spectroscopy, the optical spectrum is characteristic of the atoms and molecules 

contained in the sample.

The equipment set-up used in gamma spectroscopy includes an energy-sensitive radiation 

detector, a pulse sorter (i.e., multichannel analyzer), and associated amplifiers and readout 

devices. The instrumentation set-up is given is Fig 3.1.

Various types of detectors differ in their operating characteristics, but all are based on the same 

fundamental principle: the transfer of part or all the radiation energy to the detector mass where 

it is converted into an electrical pulse. The form in which the converted energy appears depends 

on the detector and its design. In this study a sodium iodide detector (Nal) is used which is 

Scintillation detector.

Scintillation detectors use crystals that emit light when gamma rays interact with the atoms in the 

crystals. The intensity of the light produced is proportional to the energy deposited in the crystal 

by the gamma ray. The mechanism is similar to that of a thermoluminescent dosimeter. The 

detectors are joined to photomultipliers that convert the light into electrons and then amplify the 

electrical signal provided by those electrons[13].
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Fig. 3.1: instrumentation set-up of gamma-spectroscopy

3.1.2 System Calibration

Gamma spectroscopy systems are selected to take advantage of several performance 

characteristics. Two of the most important include detector resolution and detector efficiency.

Quantitative spectrometry depends on careful calibration of detector efficiency over the energy 

range of interest and in the same geometry as the sample precision and accuracy is limited by the 

availability of material (up to 100 g) and counting time and by uncertainties in the calibration 

standards and detector background. Counting efficiency increases with detector size and with use 

of well-type detector crystals or Marinelli beakers. A variation in self-absorption between 

samples and calibration standards arise from both variations in bulk density and in mass 

attenuation Coefficients, and is usually a problem below 100 keV. Bulk density variations can be 

minimized by mixing with resin and casting in one of several geometries.

3.1.2.1 Energy calibration

When gamma spectrometer is used for identifying samples of unknown composition, its energy 

scale must be calibrated first. Calibration is performed by using the peaks of known sources. 

Because the channel number is proportional to energy, the channel scale can then be converted to 

an energy scale. Energy calibration was performed by using mixed radionuclide standard 

(MW625) obtained from the IAEA in the form of 500 ml Marinelli beaker geometry. Energy 

calibration curve was drawn and shown in Fig 3.2; types of radionuclides used for system 

calibration and their respective gamma-energies are shown in Table 3.1.
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T a b le  3.1: Types of radionuclides used for system calibration and their corresponding gamma- 
energies

Nuclide y-ray energy(kev)

Americium-241 60
Cadmium-109 88

Cobalt-57 122
Caesium-137 662

Cobalt-60 1173
Cobalt-60 1333

Potassium-40 1460

3.1.2.2 Efficiency calibration

The detector efficiency was calibrated using a mixed radionuclide sources (MW625) in 500 

gm Marinelli beaker geometry. The container was placed on the detector and counted for about 

half- hour. The spectrum was stored in the computer, and analyzed using the software 

"winTMCA32” [131.
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The following equation was used to obtain the efficiency curve of the detector for different

energies:

t| -  Counts (cps)
I.f *A*w (Bqlkg)

Where, r) is the efficiency of the detector at specific energy; / y is gamma intensity, and A is

the activity of the standard, W is the sample weight. The energies, their respective branching 

ratios and the corresponding efficiency of the radionuclides in the standard are given in 

Table 3.2.The efficiency curve obtained is presented in Fig.3.3

Fig. 3.3: Efficiency calibration curve
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Table3.2 The energies , their respective branching ratios and the corresponding efficiency of 
the radionuclides in the standard

Radionuclide
l
?
[

Energy CPS Activity Iy Eff.

Cs-137 662 120.60 2240.260 0.581 0.064098

Co-60 1173 30.61 973.938 0.9998" 0.033082

Co-60 1333 26.89 973.938 0.9997 0.029104

Efficiency equation is : 0.14594-1.59138e'4x + 5.36014e'8x2

3.2.1 The study area

The area under study is located on the Red Sea coast, adjacent to Port Sudan city in the Eastern 

Sudan. Samples were taken from coral reefs from different parts of the costal from Sawakin to 

Dungonab area.The depth of samples rangied from 2 m to 80 Cm at temperature 32 0 C

The exact locations and the names with their coordinates are shown in table 3.3 . table 3.4.

The table shows the type of coral reefs and the sampling area. 20 samples were taken from each 

type of the most popular and abundance species -Fringing reefs and Barrier reefs.

3.2.2 Sample preparation

Life coral reefs was collected from Red Sea- Eastern Sudan in April 2013, samples were taken in 

different depths using hammer with the aid of GPS (Global Positioning System) to recognize the 

locations. Living coral reefs samples were exposed to sun light for 5 days until fully dried and then 

milled by gold mills in Muk area and has been packaged in plastic bags in the form of powder and 

transported to the laboratory in Khartoum.

About 500 gm of the powdered samples were weighted in a dry clean Marinelli beaker, then 

samples were sealed by plastic tape and stored for three weeks so as to allow in growth of gaseous 

-i2Rn (half-life,3.8 days) and its short-lived decays products (214Pb & 214Bi) to reach secular 

equilibrium with long lived 238U for gamma analysis.
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3.2.3 Measurements

A gamma spectrometer with (Nal) detector was used for radioactivity measurements. The pulse 

channel analyzer (PCA) is set for the measurement for a period of 10800 seconds collection time. 

Counts are then allowed to be collected from the detector . The analysis and the activity calculation 

of the spectrum are done using target software (win TMCA32) provided by IAEA , which performs 

a simultaneous fit to all the significant photopeaks appearing in the spectrum . The U

concentration was analyzed through its progeny photopeak 21 oi (609keV) and “‘‘T’b (352keV).

Th was determined from the average concentration of Pb (238 keV). The activity of K was 

measured directly through its 1490 keV gamma line. Efficiency calibration factors (obtained by 

measuring a standard with same geometry).
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Table 3.3 shows sample area, the coordinate ,and reef type

Sample Code
1

Area Lat.'E Long.°N Reef Type

A1 Dungonab First point (A) 37.07490 21.06106 Fringing
A2 Dungonab Second point(B) 37.15732 21.0615 Fringing

l A3 Dungonab Third point(C) 37.2405 21.09623 Fringing
A4

L.
Dungonab Forth point(D) 37.20108 21.09627 Fringing

; A5 Arkiai First point(E) 37.1269 20.1351 Fringing
A6 Arkiai Second point(F) 37.1213 20.1356 Fringing
A7 Arkiai Third point(G) 37.1253 20.1346 Fringing
A8 Arkiai Forth point(H) 37.1254 20.13155 Fringing
A9 Sanganeb First point(I) 19.7428 37.4478 Fringing
A10 Sanganeb Second point(J) 19.7425 37.4472 Fringing
A ll Sanganeb Third point(K) 19.7437 37.4849 Fringing
A12 Sanganeb Forth point(L) 19.7442 37.4620 Fringing

^  A13 Abo Hashish First point(M) 27.01238 33.92397 Fringing
A14 Abo Hashish Second point(N) 37.0443 19.3759 Fringing
A15 Abo Hashish Third point(O) 37.1442 19.3743 Fringing
A16 Abo Hashish Forth point(P) 37.1448 19.3749 Fringing
A17

\____________________________________, ____________________________________
Suakin First point(Q) 29.9407 32.5594 Fringing

A18
U _______________________________________________________________________ 1

Suakin second point(R) 29.9811 19.2413 Fringing
A19 Suakin Third point(S) 29.7714 19.5322 Fringing

^  A20 Suakin F orth point(T) 29.7320 19.5562 Fringing
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Table 3.4 shows sample area ,the coordinate, and reef type

Sample
Code

Area Lat.°E Long.°N Reef Type

B1 Dungonab First point(A) 37.07490 21.06106 Barrier
B2 Dungonab Second point(B) 37.15732 21.0615 Barrier
B3 Dungonab Third point(C) 37.2405 21.09623 Barrier
B4 Dungonab Forth point(D) 37.20108 21.09627 Barrier
B5 Arkiai First point(E) 37.1269 20.1351 Barrier
B6 Arkiai Second point(F) 37.1213 20.1356 Barrier
B7 Arkiai Third point(G) 37.1253 20.1346 Barrier
B8 Arkiai Forth point(H) 37.1254 20.13155 Barrier
B9 Sanganeb First point(I) 19.7428 37.4478 Barrier
BIO Sanganeb Second point(J) 19.7425 37.4472 Barrier
B 11 Sanganeb Third point(K) 19.7437 37.4849 Barrier
B12 Sanganeb Forth point(L) 19.7442 37.4620 Barrier
B13 Abo Flashish First point(M) 27.01238 33.92397 Barrier
B14 Abo Hashish Second point(N) 37.0443 19.3759 Barrier
B15 Abo Hashish Third point(O) 37.1442 19.3743 Barrier
B16 Abo HashishForth point(P) 37.1448 19.3749 Barrier
B17 Suakin First point(Q) 29.9407 32.5594 Barrier
B18 Suakin second point(R) 29.9811 19.2413 Barrier
B19 Suakin Third point(S) 29.7714 19.5322 Barrier
B20 Suakin Forth point(T) 29.7320 19.5562 Barrier

3.2.4 Calculations :

The following equation was used for Activity Concentration measurements:

Counts (cps) 
/  * r\*w(Bq/kg)

Where, A is the ac tiv ity  concen tra tion  ,t) is the efficiency, Iy gamma intensity, and 

W is the sample weight
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULT AND DISSCUSION

4.1 Results

Table 4.1 
( Bq /Kg

ives 2..summary o£the results c 
for **U, CTT h,137 Cs ana 0 K.

TYPE Statistical
summary

U-238 Th-232 Cs-137 K-40

A max 1.54 4.44 0.73 135.47
min 0 0 0 10.16
mean+std 0.494 ± 0.453 2.563± 1.642 0.091 ± 0.200 93.986 ±30.979

B max 0.96 4.40 0 128.5604
min 0 0 0 87.96238
mean+std 0.758+0.229 1.341+ 1.761 0±0 103.009+12.306

A: Fringing reefs B: Barrier reefs

Figure 4.1 shows distribution of 238U , 23Th 137 Cs and40 K respectively for Barrier reefs (type A)
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Figure 4.2 shows distribution of 238U , 23T h  137 Cs and40 K respectively for Barrier reefs (type B)

J  / * \  ^  A  / A  ^  |  ^  ^

From the above results we noted that 4Uk reported highest reading than ‘Th and Cs for two
1 17

coral reefs types. The appearance of Cs as it gives the lowest reading this may be due to the 

fact that Port Sudan is one of the important international marine bath ways with highly intensive 

ship traffic and some of ships running by nuclear power or carrying radioactive material which is a 

source of possible accidental contamination.

Highest Fringing reefs reading may refer to the position of these type which is nearer to coast and

become easy to contaminate.

From our results we found that the activity of 40k is high and this result differ from that reported by

[14]Table 4.2, who studied marine radioactivity , Th concentration higher than Al-zahrany study
♦ J 7 7

and this may be due to the other sediments in their study , ~ Cs is slightly higher than their result
238U is very low compared with the previous study and this may due to natural series of sediments.
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Table 4.2 shows comparison between our result and [14] study

238U 232Th 137Cs 40k
Fringing reefs 0.624084 3.228993 0.912802 101.495
Barrier reefs 0.768102 2.94127 0.0 98.41615
previous study 35.46 0.92 0.14 34.34

Results we have gotten show that Fringing coral reefs type record higher concentration levels than 
Barrier coral reefs type .This appears on table 4.2 which shows comparison between Fringing and

T i t )  T I T  H I  A f \

Barrier reefs maximum values concentration of U, Th, ' Cs and K.

Table 4.2 comparison between maximum values for Fringing and Barrier reefs types

Type comparison r732Th 137Cs ""K
Fringing

1
1

Maximum
value

1.54 4.44 0.73 135.47

1 Barrier Maximum
value

0.96 4.40 0 87.96

Conclusion and recommendation:

The resent study is concern to provide a simple method to predict gamma radiation with a little 
number of samples for an area.

From the result it is recommended to establish more studies on the relationship between 
radioactivity concentration and marine environment which requires the impact of activities on the 
marine environment to be investigated and effective protection measurement to be developed 
through international cooperation and collaboration. Also more information is needed about the 
effect of gamma radiation on Calcium Carbonate and different types of algae which represent the 
main component of coral reefs.
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APPENDIX

Activity concentration (Bq kg~^) of U-238, Th-232, K-40 and Cs-137 in Fringing 
reefs :

sample code U-238 Th-232 Cs-137 K-40
A1A 0.576079 4.439852 0 47.41491
A2B 0.672089 2.421745 0 67.73622
A3C 0 4.439866 0 74.50984
A4D 0 0 0.366751 88.05709
A5E 0.096013 2.018121 0 81.28347
A6F 1.536204 2.42373 0 74.50984
A7G 0 0 0.366751 1 15.1516
A8H 0 4.036242 0.366751 121.9252
A9I 0 0 0 74.50984
A10J 0.768102 3.228993 0 115.1516
A11K 0 4.036242 0 115.1516
A12L 0.768102 0 0 10.16043
A13M 0.864115 3.632618 0 121.9252
A14N 1.056141 4.036242 0 135.4724
A150 0.768102 3.228993 0 88.5709
A16P 0.768102 3.632618 0 108.378
A17Q 0 3.228993 0 108.2614
A18R 0.768102 3.228993 0 108.2614
A19S 0.768102 0 0 135.3267
A20T 0.480064 3.228993 0.725352 87.96235
mean 0.494466 2.563112 0.09128 93.986
STD 0.452784 1.642263 0.200396 30.9794
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Activity concentration (Bq kg"^) of U-238, Th-232, K-40 and Cs-137 in Barrier reefs:

sample code U-238 Th-232 Cs-137 K-40
B1A 0.672089 3.228993 0 87.96238
B2B 0.960128 4.439866 0 108.2614
B3C 0.960128 0 0 101.495
B4D 0.960128 3.632618 0 101.495
B5E 0.768102 4.036242 0 128.5604
B6F 0.960128 1.614497 0 101.495
B7G 0.960128 0 0 94.72869
B8H 0.864115 0 0 121.794
B9I 0.768102 0 0 101.495
B10J 0 3.632618 0 94.72869
B11K 0.672089 0 0 128.5604
B12L 0.864115 0 0 115.0277
B13M 0.480064 0 0 108.2614
B14N 0.480064 0 0 108.2614
B150 0.768102 0 0 94.72869
B16P 0.768102 0 0 94.72869
B17Q 0.864115 0 0 92.12148
B18R 0.768102 3.228993 0 91.19602
B19S 0.864115 0 0 90.54137
B20T 0.768102 2.99713 0 94.72869
mean 0.758501 1.340548 0 103.0086
STD 0.228698 12.30693 0 1.760626
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